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Abstract

Virtualization is one of the long term solutions to face Internet ossification problem
which is unable to support new services due to the lack of coordination between
different Internet Service Providers. By allowing several heterogeneous networks to
share a physical substrate, virtualization provides flexibility, diversity and promises
security and increased manageability.
In this thesis a flexible and technology independent system is presented including the
required mechanisms and modules inside the network management system block to
manage independently virtual networks resources. The system allows providing quality
of service and traffic engineering to different traffic classes within a virtual network.
An evaluation of the system is done through a set of models each one regarding a
different module used, Virtual Network Control, Virtual Network Reconfiguration, Call
Access Control, Background Monitoring System and Dynamic Resource Allocation, to
prove that their role is needed to make the system provide the qualities mentioned.
Some general recommendations are given about the system, and specifically when
squatting occurs evaluating whether the use of the Squatting Kicking Model is suitable
for the proposed system.
Finally conclusions and future work are commented concluding the content of the
present thesis.
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1 Problem Statement
This chapter presents the current Internet ossification problem and different solutions
that have arisen in order to face it, among which virtualization is commented in detail.

1.1 Internet Ossification
After several years of existence, current Internet architecture is not suitable for further
growing, mainly due to the fact that it cannot support a new or modified architecture
without a previous consensus between the multiple Internet Service Providers (ISP)
which it is composed of. It is unrealistic to think that such scenario will eventually
happen, the main reason is that the need for consensus is doubly harmful. On one
hand it is unlikely to reach this kind of agreement between so many different ISP’s that
compete against each other, and on the other hand attempting to do so removes any
competitive advantage from architecture innovation between these ISP’s. Therefore,
the impossibility to modify the current Internet architecture has led to the
proliferation of different patches which can be valid only for a relatively short time
purpose. So, they can be seen as a problem for the Internet’s long term flexibility,
reliability and manageability. The solution proposed in [2] to overcome this situation is
through the use of network virtualization which would allow new services and
protocols to be deployed and tested much faster and easier than it is possible today,
thus becoming a strong candidate in the new future Internet era. Nevertheless, some
people who can be grouped as Internet architecture purists simply view network
virtualization as a tool for evaluating new architectures, whilst pluralists understand it
as a fundamental diversifying attribute of the future Internet architecture itself.
Anyway, the introduction of network virtualization to the current architecture will not
be a straightforward task, a lot of researching needs to be done before this solution
can be fully operative and running. The aim of the present thesis is to be a small
contribution grain to this long and challenging research way to go.
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1.2 Virtualization
A virtualized network environment based on [1] is a collection of multiple
heterogeneous network architectures from different Service Providers (SP’s), in which
each SP leases resources from one or more Infrastructure Provider (InP) to create
Virtual Networks (VN). In traditional models there exists only the role of ISP’s, whereas
in the network virtualization model two new different roles are introduced which are
InP’s and SP’s.

Figure 1.1 Network Virtualization Environment

InP’s deploy and actually manage the underlying physical network resources. They
offer their resources through programmable interfaces to different SP’s. InP’s
distinguish themselves through the quality of resources they provide, the freedom
they delegate to their customers, and the tools they provide to exploit that freedom.
SP’s lease resources from multiple InP’s to create and deploy VN’s by programming
allocated network resources to offer end-to-end services to end users. There is the
option that a SP can become at the same time a virtual InP offering its virtual resources
2

to create other virtual SP’s. In this case the VN belonging to a SP could be used to
create a child VN belonging to the virtual SP. For instance in the Figure 1.1 SP2 could
act as a virtual InP and then using part of its resources, it could create SP1 which would
be a virtual SP. Theoretically there is not limit for the recursion, in this sense SP1 which
is a virtual SP could at the same time act as a virtual InP and so on. However it is
obvious that the more virtual SP’s and InP’s that may exist in a virtualization
environment, the more signalling it is needed to manage all of them, so in practice
there does exist some limit. Although recursion is commented here as a real possibility,
it is only going to be considered recursion of level 1 in the present work, so SP’s can
only act as a SP and not as a virtual InP.
End users in these environments have a wider range of choice due to the existence of
multiple VN’s from competing SP’s, in which each VN may represent a different service
guarantying a specific resource demand like bandwidth, delay, jitter or energetic
consumption among others.
The basic entity in a network virtualization environment is the virtual network which is
a collection of virtual nodes connected together by a set of virtual links forming a
virtual topology, which at the same time is a subset of the underlying physical
topology. A virtual node can be defined as a software component that has the same
characteristics as the physical node. A virtual link is the interconnection between two
virtual nodes acting like a physical link with dynamically changing properties. There is
an important difference between virtual and logical that must be differentiated, while
a virtual resource always keeps the characteristics of the physical resource, the logical
one may or may not keep them.
Each VN is operated and managed by a single SP even if the underlying physical
resources belong to different InP’s. Each virtual node from the same VN is normally
hosted on different physical nodes, although it is not considered in this thesis there
may exist the possibility of different virtual nodes from the same VN coexisting in the
same physical node. Each virtual link takes a portion of the network resources along
the physical path.
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Figure 1.2 Example of Mapping Virtual Networks over a Substrate Network

In the example of Figure 1.2 it is shown how VN A uses physical nodes 1, 2 and 4 from
the substrate network, while VN B uses physical nodes 1, 2 and 3 to host their
respective virtual nodes. In this particular example it can be noticed that both VN
share the same virtual link over the physical link formed of physical nodes 1 and 2.
The need to map in an efficient manner the resources demanded by VN’s over the
substrate network is a current and active topic in the researching community [19] [20]
[22] [23]. In [5] static and dynamic approaches are evaluated and in depth studied as
part of different ways in which the resources mapping algorithm can operate. In this
sense, static algorithms assign resources only if these are available on the substrate
network, if that is not the case a virtual network cannot be simply created. On the
other hand, dynamic algorithms assign resources in an optimum way (where optimum
is meant to map as many VN’s as possible) taking into account that changes on the
substrate network occur all the time since virtual networks are both constantly created
and deleted. An important parameter related to dynamic algorithms is called stress
and is helpful to quantify the resource usage of the substrate network. Trying to map
4

as many VN’s as possible does not guarantee any control of the stress parameter
which can result into certain physical nodes or links having to support too many virtual
hosts or links respectively. The solution to that situation would be reconfiguring the
whole substrate network from time to time in order to balance the stress level of the
overloaded physical nodes and links. However following the dynamic algorithm
presented in [8], this solution is not acceptable for mainly two reasons. The first one is
the computational cost that represents having to reconfigure the whole substrate
network, and the second one the service disruption cost. The solution proposed is
detecting when a VN is stressed or not following a stress ratio which evaluates the
stress in each of its virtual nodes and links. When a stressed VN is detected then it is
marked so only the marked VN’s are the ones being reconfigured and not the whole
substrate network, thus rebalancing its overall stress level.
Static algorithms are normally suitable in offline scenarios where a previous knowledge
of the resources to be used is known before creating the VN’s. Otherwise dynamic
algorithms fit better in online scenarios where the creation of VN’s is not anticipatedly
known so an eventual reconfiguration of some VN’s is needed to keep the stability and
good working of the substrate network.

1.3 Ongoing Proposals
Over the years some projects have been related directly or indirectly to network
virtualization. Following the parameters defined in [1] and listed below, a table of both
old and ongoing projects is presented.
The parameters to classify the characteristics of each project are:
Network technology
Some projects have used specific underlying network technologies to take profit of
their characteristics and on top of which they have deployed the network
virtualization. For instance some projects have focused on only IP networks, ATM
networks and so on.
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Layer of virtualization
Following a layered approach model on which current Internet is based, this parameter
indicates which layer has been virtualized in the project.
Architectural domain
The architectural domain indicates the design choices made in the construction of
architecture and services that can be offered on these platforms.
Level of virtualization
This parameter refers to the granularity at which each VN can administer itself, from
nodes to links and every other resource in the network.

6

Table 1.1 Network Virtualization Related Projects
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2 Related Work
This Chapter presents the fundamentals on which previous related work E3MS
Prototype is based on and its main deployment limitations.

2.1 DiffServ Model and the BCM Models
There exist two well known architectures when it comes to provide quality of service
to data traffic within an IP network, whether it be a virtual network or not, which are
Differentiated Services (DiffServ) [10] and Integrated Services (IntServ).
IntServ was designed to provide quality of service (QoS) to real time applications like
multimedia conferencing that required an end-to-end QoS to their data flows. The
mechanism to reserve the needed resources along the devices in the end-to-end path
is using the Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) (see Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1 RSVP Protocol Header

RSVP basically sends the QoS requirements inside special messages called reservation
messages from the receiver to the sender along a determinated path, and if all the
implicated devices have enough resources to be reserved then the communication can
be established. The main problem of IntServ is that all devices participating in a flow
communication need to store its state, so this architecture can work quite well in small
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networks. However due to problem of having to keep track of all flow states, IntServ
does not scale well in larger networks as it may be Internet.
DiffServ is an architecture that overcomes some of the IntServ limitations among
which there is the scaling problem. The main idea behind is to provide QoS on a per
class basis instead of per flow basis, it does so by classifying, marking, shaping and/or
policing the packets at the boundaries of the DiffServ domain and only applying a Per
Hop Behaviour (PHB) at the interior domain nodes. The fact of moving to the
boundaries the heavy packet processing is the key aspect of this architecture which
makes it be scalable.
When classifying a packet into a specific class normally it is used some IP and/or TCP
protocol information like source IP address, destination IP address, source port,
destination port and so on. Once the packet is classified it is marked using the DS field
(see Figure 2.2) inside the either IPv4 or IPv6 protocol header since they both follow
the same structure, specifically using the first 6 bits which are used as a code point
(DSCP), while CU bits are currently unused.

Figure 2.2 DS Field Structure in IPv4 and IPv6

Although there could be up to 26 different ways of marking the packets, these values
are standardised and grouped in 3 different PHB’s which correspond to default (best
effort traffic), assured forwarding (real time traffic) and expedited forwarding (priority
traffic). The matching DSCP values are shown in the following table.
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Table 2.1 DSCP Values

After marking the traffic, it can be shaped and/or be applied a traffic policy in order to
inject to the DiffServ domain a certain traffic pattern with some given bandwidth
restrictions. Inside the domain all nodes must process the traffic following a common
defined PHB.

In current Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) [9] networks there is a concept called
Bandwidth Constraint Model (BCM) which is interesting when establishing limits on
the bandwidth used by the different priority traffics. BCM is used in conjunction with
PHB to provide QoS in the system presented in the following chapter 3, that is because
of this close connection that BCM is explained here. Before properly defining what
BCM exactly is, two concepts must be introduced which are Class Type (CT) and
Bandwidth Constraint (BC). The definition given in [13] of CT is a set of traffic trunks
crossing a link governed by a specific set of BC’s, taking into account that a given traffic
trunk belongs to the same CT on all links and there can be a maximum number of CT’s
of 8. Therefore a BCM is defined as the set of rules defining the maximum number of
BC and which CT’s each BC applies to and how. There are two well-known BCM called
Maximum Allocation Model (MAM) and Russian Dolls Model (RDM) that are explained
as it follows.
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The MAM can be modelled by the following algorithm,

Maximum_BC = Maximum_CT;
For each b in the range 0 ≤ b ≤ (Maximum_CT – 1)
Reserved_Bandwidth (CT_b) ≤ BC_b;

An example of the MAM bandwidth allocation can be seen in Figure 2.3, where the
maximum amount of CT is used but could be less as well. In this example it can be
noticed that every CT is assigned a specific BC that cannot be exceeded, for instance if
CT7 wanted to use more than BC7 assigned bandwidth and CT6 was using less than
BC6 assigned bandwidth, CT7 would not be able to use more than BC7 even if there
was some available bandwidth from CT6 or other CT’s.

Figure 2.3 MAM Example

The RDM algorithm can be modelled as it follows,

Maximum_BC = Maximum_CT;
For each b in the range 0 ≤ b ≤ (Maximum_CT – 1)
For each c in the range b ≤ c ≤ (Maximum_CT -1)
Reserved_Bandwidth (CT_c) ≤ Reserved_Bandwidth (CT_c) + BC_b;
11

In the following Figure 2.4 an example of RDM bandwidth allocation is shown, where
the maximum amount of CT is used but could be less as well. In this example it can be
seen the parallelism between the name of the model, Russian Dolls, and the figure
itself where each BC contains the previous ones. In this sense, CT5 is able to use up to
BC5 bandwidth which is the sum of the assigned bandwidth of CT5 plus the assigned
bandwidth of both CT6 and CT7 in case they do not use any bandwidth at all. In an
intermediate scenario where CT6 and CT7 make use of some of their available
bandwidth, CT5 could be use up to BC5 minus the bandwidth used by CT6 and CT7
respectively.

Figure 2.4 RDM Example
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2.2 E3MS Prototype
ENIGMA [4] is a project that was initially focused on providing four Universal Mobile
Telecommunications System (UMTS) traffics with different DiffServ QoS which are
Conversational, Streaming, Interactive and Background over IP/MPLS networks. In [13]
the requirements for supporting DiffServ with MPLS Traffic Engineering are presented,
however there are certain aspects that the standard does not specify such as the
dynamic adjustment of DiffServ PHB’s involving the mapping on queues, queues
dimensioning and schema scheduling. In this sense, ENIGMA aimed to provide an end
to end QoS for UMTS traffic overcoming the previous limitations by means of the
following mechanisms:



Traffic classification and metering.



Traffic marking.



Policing.



Queue dimensioning.



Load balancing.



Bandwidth reservation.



Admission Control

ENIGMA 3 Management System (E3MS) [3] was the system conceived and
implemented to manage the ENIGMA testbed, see Figure 2.5. It was designed
following a layered approach consisting on exactly 3 layers which are Graphical User
Interface, Network Elements and Network Management System. The interfaces
between these layers were implemented using SOAP/XML which is a good strategy to
decouple in a high degree the different layers and to ease their integration.
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Figure 2.5 E3MS Graphical User Interface. Source: X. Hesselbach, Enigma3 Project.

The system presented in chapter 3 follows a similar layered approach based on E3MS,
nevertheless the general scope is completely different since the proposed system is
oriented to virtual network environments and being technology independent. So
instead of proposing an implementation over a specific technology, it provides the
mechanisms and modules to manage independently virtual networks resources. On
the other hand E3MS is a real implementation based specifically on IP/MPLS
technology.

2.3 MPLS Strategy and Limitations
Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) is a packet forwarding technology that is able to
carry a layer 3 protocol on top of a layer 2 protocol, that is why MPLS is normally
considered to be a layer 2.5 technology. It uses MPLS labels, see Figure 2.6, which are
pushed between layer 2 header and layer 3 header of the incoming packets to switch
them inside the network, once the packets leave the network these labels are
removed. MPLS was designed basically to speed up the routing time in core networks,
since in IP based networks any router has to access layer 3 header in order to know the
IP destination address and then based on the information stored in the routing table
14

send the packet through some interface. Although this may not be true anymore due
to the existence of super fast core routers, MPLS is still an interesting technology
because it is mainly independent from both layers 2 and 3 and it offers the
characteristics of a connection-oriented protocol such as Frame Relay and ATM.

Figure 2.6 MPLS Header

In a MPLS network there are two kinds of routers called Label Switching Router (LSR)
and Label Edge Router (LER). As it is shown in Figure 2.7, LER’s are those routers
situated on the edge of MPLS network and are responsible for assigning some label to
the incoming traffic. This label is associated to some Forwarding Equivalent Class (FEC),
which simply is a group of packets that are forwarded in the same manner. Then the
Label Switched Path (LSP) is the set of LSR’s through which a packet belonging to a
specific FEC is forwarded at some label stack depth, meaning that there can exist more
than one label attached to one packet resulting into a specific LSP at each different
label level. The signalling used to establish LSP’s is done trough Label Distribution
Protocol (LDP).
On the other hand, LSR’s are those routers inside the MPLS network which forward the
packets based on the label information. They can also push and pop some labels inside
the network creating the label stack depth commented before.
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Figure 2.7 MPLS Network

An example of multi labelling is shown in Figure 2.7. In this scenario LER1 receives for
instance IP traffic from outside the MPLS network which is classified into different
FEC’s according to IP header information. There are two different kind of traffic, one
assigned to LSP1 and the other one assigned to LSP2. At this stage both traffics have a
label stack depth of 1 since only one label has been pushed by LER1. Then LSR1 decides
that some random data coming from LSP1 has to be encrypted passing through LSR2,
so LSR1 pushes a second label to some LSP1 traffic creating LSP12 which has a label
stack depth of 2. When LSP12 traffic arrives to LSR3, this router pops the second label
thus becoming LSP1 again. When both traffics LSP1 and LSP2 arrive to their respective
LER2 and LER3, these remove the remaining label so the out coming IP traffic remains
the same as when it entered the MPLS network.
When it comes down to provide QoS in MPLS networks there are two different type of
LSP’s which are commented for the purpose of this section known as EXP Inferred PHB
Scheduling Class LSP (E-LSP) and Label Inferred PHB Scheduling Class LSP (L-LSP). ELSP’s infer the PHB Scheduling Class from the EXP field in the MPLS Header (see Figure
2.5). Since the EXP field is 3 bits, E-LSP’s can support up to 8 Behaviour Aggregate (BA)
or equivalently packets with the same DSCP value. As long as there are 6 bits for DSCP
and 3 bit for EXP fields, a mapping between the 32 possible values from DSCP to the 8
possible values from EXP must be maintained in the LER’s. L-LSP is established for a
pair of FEC and Ordered Aggregate (OA) which is a set of BA’s that share an ordering
16

constraint. So in an L-LSP the information about the PHB to be applied to the packets is
implicit to the same FEC. While E-LSP’s have some advantages like to be able to carry
up to 8 different BA’s in a single LSP and thus reducing the network management
problems compared to L-LSP’s, it has some drawbacks as well such as not being able to
support technologies like ATM and Frame Relay.
Preemption [11] is also an important concept in MPLS consisting on the priority given
to a LSP when it needs to be created and there are no enough resources, or when an
established LSP is contending for some already in used resources by other LSP’s. In this
situation, an LSP A is said to preempt another LSP B if LSP A needs to use some
resources currently used by LSP B and the preemption priority of the former is higher
than the latter. Then the resources previously used by LSP B are tried to be reallocated
using an alternative path, and if there does not exist such a path then LSP B may be
dropped. There are two parameters establishing the preemption priority which are
setup priority and hold priority, each having a value from 0 to 7 in which the higher
numerical value means the lower priority. Following the previous example, when
setting up LSP A only if its setup priority is higher than the hold priority from LSP B then
LSP A preempts the established LSP B.
Preemption priority is also used to define a Traffic Engineering Class Type (TE-Class)
which is simply a combination of a CT and preemption priority, and it can be
backwards compatible with simple CT’s by just using the same preemption priority
among all of them. As it has been commented in section 2.1 there can exist up to 8
different CT’s, so combining 8 CT’s with 8 different values from preemption priority
results into a total number of 64 pairs. However the current practical requirement is to
allow support up to 8 TE-Classes.

The main limitations of implementing MPLS in the E3MS prototype are commented as
it follows. E3MS aimed to provide an end to end QoS for UMTS traffic in an IP/MPLS
network. When implementing MPLS the approach is to use E-LSP’s in which up to 8
different priority traffics may be placed inside a LSP. This is a good aspect because it
reduces drastically the signalling needed but at the same time E-LSP has an obvious
17

limitation which is that it cannot support more than 8 PHB’s per LSP. So if there were 9
different traffics belonging to the same FEC, two different E-LSP’s would have to be set
up. In this sense there is another problem, which is that setting up an E-LSP may be
more complicated that setting up an L-LSP because the path chosen must fulfil all the
constraints from the different PHB’s inside the LSP. The main limitation, though, is that
using E-LSP’s preemption may occur affecting the LSP as a whole and despite the type
of traffic it may contain. For instance, let us say that E-LSP A contains two different
traffics which may be Best Effort and Expedited Forward, and E-LSP B contains only
one traffic which may be Assured Forwarding. Then if E-LSP B has a higher preemption
priority than E-LSP A, the latter one will be preempted and the traffic that it is carrying
will be affected even if it is Expedited Forward as commented in the example. A
possible solution to that situation could be achieved by only using L-LSP’s, and so
establishing a different preemption priority for each PHB, thus when preemption
occurred it would only affect one traffic per LSP. Although this solution may sound
better, the use of L-LSP’s implies having as many LSP’s as different PHB’s and in the
case of having a large number of L-LSP’s the main problem to be faced is the network
management.
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3 System Proposal
This chapter presents the system proposal to provide quality of service and traffic
engineering to different traffic classes within a virtual network. The system blocks and
their functions are explained in detail and so are the main state flow diagrams. Finally
different system deployment architectures are discussed.

3.1 Goals
In section 1.3 a table with a list of different network virtualization related projects was
shown to have a global perspective about what has been the evolution in this field.
What can be extracted from the table is that there exists a tendency over the time
from virtualizating a specific network technology such as IP or ATM to be completely
network technology independent. Two of the most recent projects that follow this
tendency are GENI and CABO, nevertheless these projects do not provide QoS in the
virtualized environment so currently there is a gap in this researching area. The current
system aims to fill this gap by targeting the needed characteristics shown in Table 3.1.

Architectural

Networking

Layer of

Level of

Domain

Technology

Virtualization

Virtualization

Heterogeneous

_

Full

Providing end-to-end
QoS and Traffic
Engineering

Table 3.1 Characteristics of the Proposed System

Thus the system presented in the present document will not be based on any
particular technology, because of that the networking technology in the previous table
is said to be heterogeneous, the same as in GENI and COBO projects. Instead it will
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focus on presenting the required mechanisms and modules to fulfill the architectural
domain which is to provide end-to-end QoS and Traffic Engineering to different traffic
classes within a virtual network. Since the project is not technology dependant, there
is no specific layer of virtualization it refers to, that is why in table 3.1 the box referring
to this is empty. The level of virtualization is full, meaning that all the resources in the
virtual network will be virtualized from the substrate network, somehow this
parameter has also to do with the granularity at which each VN can administer itself.

3.2 Network Management System Blocks and Functions
The proposed system is based on E3MS architecture, and as it was already commented
on section 2.2 it follows its same layered approach in order to provide flexibility and
modularity. The system proposes a central architecture to concentrate the intelligence
of the management plane in one entity, however depending on the system
deployment which is discussed in section 3.4, the management plane can be
implemented in a centralized, distributed or hybrid manner.
The system is composed of four layers which are User Interface (UI), Network
Management (NM), Network Element (NE) and Physical Network (PN), see Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1 Layered Approach System

The system has four interfaces through which layers can communicate between each
other, these are UI-EXT, UI-NM, NM-NE and NE-PN. UI-EXT is the interface between UI
layer and the external communication which can be either from an administrator or a
bus. When the communication comes from the administrator the interface is based on
HTTP and some Graphical User Interface is needed. That is why all the other interfaces
are conceived to be deployed making use of Web Services, so the system provides
simplicity, service flexibility and it makes the system be neither restricted to any
provider platform nor technology dependent. Interfaces UI-NM and NM-NE are
implemented using SOAP/XML, so following this strategy allows decoupling in a high
degree the different layers and thus easing their integration. The interface NE-PN uses
two different protocols which are Command Line Interface (CLI) and Simple Network
Management Protocol (SNMP). The solely use of SNMP to both polling information,
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receiving alarms from the routers in the substrate network, and executing remote
commands is not enough due to the dependency of SNMP on the Management
Information Base (MIB) that may vary from different vendors. That is why CLI is
additionally needed to provide a remote commands function, and it can be ran over
TELNET or SSH to add security to the communication.
UI layer is composed of either Graphical User Interface (GUI) or Gateway entities. GUI
is conceived to be a piece of software translating standard HTTP browsing when the
external communication comes from an administrator into SOAP/XML used by the NM
layer. When the communication comes from the external communication bus using
either HTTP browsing or SOAP/XML GUI is transparent to that communication, so it
can realize that the requests are coming from outside the system. GUI allows the end
user to create, modify and delete virtual networks in the virtualization environment,
configuring some parameters in each VN like allocated bandwidth per link, different
traffic classes, PHB for each class, Bandwidth Model Constraint, routing method for the
Traffic Engineering and use of either a static or dynamic allocation algorithm. It is
important to remark that the bandwidth assigned when creating a virtual network
remains static in each of its links, unless the end user decides to modify or delete it.
Something completely different is that the bandwidth use from different traffics inside
a VN may fluctuate but always following the assigned BMC.
NM layer concentrates the major intelligence of the system and it is composed of
Network Management System (NMS) which acts as the controller of the whole system.
NMS uses an abstract image of the virtual network where all the virtual nodes, virtual
links, allocated resources and configuration parameters are mapped to the database,
which is periodically updated by Network Element Manager (NEM) entities. Moreover
Network Elements (NE’s) are used to map each virtual node to its associated NEM,
thus reducing the amount of requests commands to the NEM’s. NM and UI are the
only layers that communicate with the database through a JDBC API. Then the idea is
that there exists one independent instance of NMS per each different VN within the
networking environment with its respective instantiated modules Virtual Network
Control (VNC), Virtual Network Reconfiguration (VNR), Call Access Control (CAC),
Background Monitoring System (BMS), Dynamic Resource Allocation (DRA) all of them
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explained below. In the case that NMS needs to deal with a high number of substrate
nodes, there may be some problems with the system scaling. The mechanisms and
system deployments explained in section 3.4 give some light to make the system be
scalable and viable in this kind of situations.
NE layer is composed of different NEM’s whose main role is to fetch information from
physical nodes, as well as to configure them through mainly CLI protocol. NEM’s are
also responsible to correlate the alarms received from the physical nodes for instance
SNMP traps to not overload the information delivered to NMS such as a link failure,
lost signalling, interface overload and so on. Finally NEM’s monitor the allocated
resources to physical nodes by polling them using mostly SNMP protocol and to
guarantee that QoS commitments are accomplished. Since NEM’s can belong to
several VN’s at a time, there must exist some exclusion mechanisms and protocols to
assure that physical nodes configuration and changes in the database are done
atomically, however in this document such mechanisms and protocols are not studied
and they are left as a future work.
The last layer PN is basically where the physical nodes or substrate nodes are located.
In order to provide the features used by NE layer to poll, configure and monitor these
physical nodes, there are some requirements that PN must accomplish in the present
network virtualization system which are listed as it follows.



SNMP



Policing, Shaping, Metering and Packet Marking.



DiffServ QoS

3.2.1 VNC
VNC is the module executed when a end user wants to create a new VN. Its main role
is to establish whether there are enough available resources taking into account the
topology of the new VN. If the VN is successfully created a unique Identification is
assigned to it and VNC writes the NEM’s list, links, allocated resources and traffic
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configuration parameters of the new VN to the database. After that, VNC passes the
configuration parameters that the end user has introduced through the GUI to the
correspondent NEM’s, so they can configure the physical nodes by using CLI protocol.

The interface definition used in all the modules follows this pattern.
Return_Parameters Function_Name (Arguments)


Return_Parameters: Parameters returned by the function if this is executed
correctly, they may be void if there are no return parameters.



Function_Name: Name of the function.



Arguments: List of the arguments passed to the function.

In the case of VNC the interface definition is the following one.
[VN_Id] [NEMs_List] Create_VN (Allocation_Algorithm, Nodes_List, Links_List,
Required_Resources_List)


Allocation_Algorithm: It indicates whether the allocation algorithm used to
allocate the resources is static or dynamic.



Nodes_List: Integer representing the number of nodes required for the VN.



Links_List: Given the nodes_list parameter, is the relation between the nodes
which conforms the links between them and consequently the topology as well.
For instance, if Nodes_List parameter is 4 meaning that there exist nodes 1, 2, 3
and 4, Links_List could be something like 1-2; 1-3; 2-3; 3-4.



Required_Resources_List: It establishes the resources required per link,
following a standard resources list which could be delay and bandwidth among
others. For instance following the same scenario as before, it could be similar
to 1-2 : 2MB : 5ms : Null : ... : Null; 1-3 : 5 MB : Null : Null : ... : Null; 2-3 : Null :
Null : Null : ... : Null; 3-4 : 1 MB : 1ms : Null : Null : ... : Null. In this sense Null
means that no required value for that specific parameter is needed.



VN_Id: The identification assigned to the new virtual network.
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NEMs_List: The list of NEM’s assigned to the physical nodes and corresponding
integer value from Nodes_List, as well as the list of NEM’s assigned to
intermediate nodes conforming the links.

VNC module can interact with these modules.
GUI: It communicates with VNC when a end user wants to create a VN, passing all the
required parameters to execute Create_VN function, as well as the configuration
parameters such as different traffic classes and PHB for each class so VNC can
configure them in the NEM’s.
VNR: VNC can request VNR to be executed in case a dynamic allocation algorithm is
being used and the VN may have not been created in the first attempt.
NE: It is used by VNC as a means to communicate to the right NEM, since all the virtual
nodes are mapped to NE’s to reduce the number of requests commands to NEM’s.
DB: VNC accesses the Database to write the key parameters of the new VN such as its
unique identification, NEM’s list, links list between NEM’s, different traffic classes, PHB
per class, BCM and resources allocated.

3.2.2 VNR
VNR is the module executed only if the allocation algorithm being used is the dynamic
one. It is important that this condition is satisfied because as it was explained in
section 1.2, the system proposed support two different kind of allocation algorithms
which are both static and dynamic. The main role of VNR is to reconfigure the VN’s
which have been marked as stressed, which means that following an stress parameter
that should be defined, some physical nodes and links support too many virtual
resources. So only those VN’s marked as stressed are reconfigured avoiding
reconfiguring the whole substrate network.
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The interface definition of the VNR is the following one.
Reconfig_VNs (Allocation_Algorithm_Type)


Allocation_Algorithm_Type: It indicates whether the allocation algorithm used
in the system is dynamic or static. In case it is static the reconfiguration does
not take place, otherwise it does.

VNR module can interact with these modules.
GUI: It communicates to VNR when a VN is being deleted and the system is using a
dynamic allocation algorithm.
VNC: It executes VNR function when the creation of a new VN has not been successful,
it simply passes the type of allocation algorithm type in the system and VNR decides
should the function be executed or not.
DB: VNR communicates to Database in case during the reconfiguration some resources
from marked VN’s must be reallocated. In that case, the topology which basically
means NEM’s list, links list and resources allocated is updated.

3.2.3 CAC
CAC is the module used to find the best possible route given some QoS requirements
for a specific traffic within a VN. The traffic though has to accomplish the Bandwidth
Constraint Model taking into account its traffic priority, that is why after finding some
route CAC must validate it through BMS module which is explained in next section. The
routing protocol used to find the route may be defined by the end user or may be
supported by the system. If CAC finds that no route is suitable for an either new traffic
or a modified one, then this traffic cannot be accepted to the VN and it must be
rejected.
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The interface definition of the CAC is the following one.
[Route]

Search_Route

(Routing_Protocol,

Defined_Route,

Initial_Node,

Destination_Node, Required_Resources_List, Blocked_Routes_List)


Routing_Protocol: It may contain a routing protocol supported by the system
or a route defined by the end user. In case the routing protocol is not
supported by the system, the function is not executed.



Defined_Route: This argument is only passed when the end user defines a
specific route for a certain traffic. It can use the same nomenclature as it was
used with VNC, so given 6 nodes conforming a VN, the Defined_Route
argument could be something like 1-3-5-6.



Initial_Node: This node is the the initial NEM node from the possible route that
will be searched.



Destination_Node: This node is the destination NEM node from the possible
route that will be searched.



Required_Resources_List: It established the QoS requirements that the route
must accomplish to assign a specific traffic to that route. These QoS
requirements could be bandwidth, delay and jitter among others. The list may
be defined as it follows 2MB : 1ms : Null : ... : Null. In this case Null means that
no required value for that specific parameter is needed.



Blocked_Routes_List: It is the list of blocked routes which may not be
considered to find a suitable route given the QoS requirements. This can
happen because the route searching process sometimes can become iterative
so some routes that have been computed before and do not fit the QoS
requirements must be blocked.



Route: If CAC is able to find some route then it is provided as a return
parameter following a NEM’s list, otherwise the CAC does not return anything
indicating that there has been no success and therefore that traffic attempting
to be created or reallocated must be removed.
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CAC module can interact with these modules.
GUI: It communicates with CAC when a end user wants to add a traffic type in the VN
or just modify its required resources.
BMS: Once CAC has found some route for a given traffic, it communicates to BMS in
order to know if the QoS requirements are valid following the BCM along the route.
When this does not happen, then CAC has to search for a new possible route again
putting in the blocked list the previous one.
DRA: It is used when CAC has found some route that is compatible with the BCM. After
that CAC sends the QoS requirements of the traffic along the path to DRA so it can
change the PHB configuration in all the physical nodes involved in the route through
the respective NEM’s.
DB: CAC has to access the database to check the topology of the VN which may change
over the time due to link failures or modifications done by the end user, and then
compute the best route using the chosen routing protocol and the rest of parameters
passed as arguments.

3.2.4 BMS
BMS is the module responsible for monitoring the information received from NEM’s
and applying the resulting PHB configuration changes to the physical nodes making use
of DRA. Also if BMS detects that some traffic with low priority needs to be reallocated
to another route because other traffics with higher priority consume all the resources
in a given link, some protection time must be waited to consider the new situation as
stable compared to the old one. When this occurs, BMS has to search a new route for
that low priority traffic through the CAC module. BMS is also in charge to check that all
kinds of traffics within a VN are compliant with the resource allocation mechanisms
established by BCM. In this sense and following the bottleneck problem explained in
[6] it is essential that along any route the BCM is applied to the most restrictive link of
the route, understanding by most restrictive that link with the least resources
assigned.
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The interface definition of the BMS is the following one.
[Blocked_Route]

BCM_Compliant

(Traffic_Type,

Possible_Route,

Required_Resources_List)


Traffic_Type: It defines the traffic type that has to be checked if it is compliant
with the BCM.



Possible_Route: It is the route passed by CAC which has been previously
validated since it fulfills the requirements of the traffic.



Required_Resources_List: This establishes the QoS requirements of the traffic
that are accomplished by the possible route argument, and that must be
validated following the BCM. The list may be defined as it follows 2MB : 1ms :
Null : ... : Null. In this case Null means that no required value for that specific
parameter is needed.



Blocked_Route: In case that the BCM_Compliant function is not successful
establishing that the QoS requirements of the traffic along the possible route
are compliant with the BCM, then it returns as a parameter the same possible
route argument. This means that the route must be added to the
Blocked_Route argument in the Search_Route function so CAC does not
consider this route anymore while searching an alternative route for this
specific traffic.

BMS module can interact with these modules.
CAC: The communications with CAC can happen in two different situations. The first
one is when the initial request comes from CAC asking to check if the QoS
requirements along a route are viable following the restrictions of the BCM, in this
case BMS communicates back to CAC to let it know whether the route is completely
compatible with the BCM or not. The second situation is when the BMS is monitoring
the system and it detects an overutilization of the QoS resources, if this is compliant
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with the BCM there is no problem. However if it is not, BMS must look for an
alternative route for the traffic involved through the use of CAC module.
DRA: When BMS is monitoring the system and it detects that some overutilization of
the QoS resources happens which is not compliant with the BCM it must find an
alternative route as explained before using the CAC module. If this route is not
successfully found the excess traffic may be removed from the VN, but if it is then BMS
must communicate to DRA so it can change the PHB configuration in all the physical
nodes involved in the route through the respective NEM’s.
DB: BMS needs to communicate to database when it receives some monitoring
message alerting about some physical alarm that may lead to a topology change. It is
also necessary to access de database when as a result of an overutilization of the QoS
resources, a traffic can increase the resources used or simply be allocated along
another route. And finally database can be consulted to map the traffic type with its
equivalent traffic priority used in the BCM.

3.2.5 DRA
DRA is the module responsible for receiving the changes that both CAC and BMS need
to make to their VN, and for translating these changes to their respective PHB
configuration values and applying them in all the nodes through the respective NEM’s.
Since all the modules are instantiated for each different VN, it is obvious that DRA
needs some kind of exclusion mechanism to access the physical nodes atomically so it
cannot lead to misconfigurations. Although this need is recognized, as it states in
section 3.2 these mechanisms are not going to be provided in the present document.

The interface definition of the BMS is the following one.
[Result] Configuration (Initial_Node, Destination_Node, Route, Traffic_Type,
Allocated_Resources)
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Initial Node: This node is the initial NEM node from the route whose traffic QoS
resources will be reconfigured.



Destination_Node: This node is the destination NEM node from the route
whose traffic QoS resources will be reconfigured.



Route: It is the route through which the new or reallocated traffic will pass.



Traffic_Type: It defines the traffic type involved in the QoS resources
reconfiguration.



Allocated_Resources: These are the QoS resources which the new or modified
traffic will consume, and the ones which DRA has to translate to PHB values so
they can be configured in the physical nodes. The resources may be defined as
it follows 2MB : 1ms : Null : ... : Null. In this case Null means that no required
value for that specific parameter is needed.



Result: It is the only returning parameter that indicates whether the whole
reconfiguration process has been successful or not. A negative scenario could
occur if for instance during the reconfiguration some physical node involved in
the process crashes.

DRA module can interact with these modules.
CAC: DRA receives QoS resources to be reconfigured from CAC when this finds a
suitable route for a given traffic that is compatible with BCM.
BMS: DRA receives QoS resources to be reconfigured from BMS when this detects a
traffic that has overloaded the QoS resources and so it may need to be reallocated.
NE: It is used by DRA as a means to communicate to the right NEM, since all the virtual
nodes are mapped to NE’s to reduce the number of requests commands to NEM’s.
DB: DRA needs to communicate to the database to be able to translate the QoS
resources into PHB values for each physical node along the route. It also needs to
access the database to map the traffic type with its equivalent traffic priority in order
that the PHB values are consistent following a priority hierarchy like for instance the
one provided by Hierarchical Token Bucket (HTB). Finally it communicates to the
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database to write the new resources allocated to a given traffic when some change
occurs in the VN.

3.3 State Flow Diagrams
In this section the three main functions inside a VN are commented which are Creating
a VN, Modifying a VN and Deleting a VN. Therefore the purpose is to illustrate through
state flow diagrams how the behaviour of all the modules inside the NMS explained in
the previous section interact each other.

3.3.1 Create Virtual Network
In figure 3.2 it is shown the VN creation process. First let us assume that some end
user wants to create some VN through GUI by allocating its resources to the substrate
network. If the system is running a static allocation algorithm (step 1), then the VNC
module will be called to execute its function [VN_Id] [NEMs_List] Create_VN
(Allocation_Algorithm, Nodes_List, Links_List, Required_Resources_List) In case that
the function finds enough available resources in the substrate network (step 3), then
the function is executed successfully and the VNC module communicates to the
database to write the key parameters such as unique identification, NEM’s list, links list
between NEM’s, different traffic classes, PHB per class, BCM and resources allocated.
After that the same VNC module configures the PHB parameters to the NEM’s through
a communication to the NE’s. If VNC module finds that there are no enough resources
(step 2) then simply the VN cannot be created and it is expected from the end user to
loosen some VN requirements so it has more chances to be created. If the system is
using a dynamic allocation algorithm (step 4) then VNC calls its function and in case of
success VNC communicates to the database to write the key parameters and after that
configures the PHB parameters. If VNC module finds that there are no enough
resources (step 6), then it calls the VNR module to execute its funcion Reconfig_VNs
(Allocation_Algorithm_Type), after the reconfiguration of the stressed VN’s if there is
enough resources in the substrate network (step 8) then the VNC module can create it
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writing the parameters to the database and making the PHB configuration. Otherwise
(step 7) the VN cannot be created.

Figure 3.2 Virtual Network Creation
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3.3.2 Modify Virtual Network

Figure 3.3 Virtual Network Modification
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In figure 3.3 it is shown the modification process of a VN. Let us imagine now that an
end user wants add some traffic class with some QoS requirements into the VN from
some node A to another B making use of the GUI. First GUI will call VNC module to
execute its function [Route] Search_Route (Routing_Protocol, Defined_Route,
Initial_Node, Destination_Node, Required_Resources_List, Blocked_Routes_List) If
the execution of the function is not successful because there is no route with the
enough resources available within the VN for that traffic, even if it is high priority
traffic, then the traffic cannot be added to the VN (step 1). Otherwise if the function
returns some available route for the demands of the new traffic (step 2), CAC module
calls BMS module to execute its function [Blocked_Route] BCM_Compliant
(Traffic_Type, Possible_Route, Required_Resources_List) to know if the route found is
compliant with the BCM defined in the VN or not. If that is not the case (step 3), BMS
modules calls CAC module to execute again its function Search_Route in order to find
another alternative route with the enough resources to fit the QoS requirements of
the traffic. In case the function is not successful finding some route, then the traffic
cannot be added to the VN (step 4). On the other hand if the function finds an
alternative route that fulfils the QoS requirements (step 5), then BCM_Compliant
function from BMS module is executed again. This process can be iterative until there
are no more alternative routes available, or until some route is compliant with the
BCM (step 6). In the latter case, then DRA modules is called to execute its function
[Result] Configuration (Initial_Node, Destination_Node, Route, Traffic_Type,
Allocated_Resources) to configure the QoS requirements of the new traffic in terms of
PHB parameters in the involved physical nodes through the NEM’s.
When some new traffic with a given priority is added to the VN following a certain
route, preemption can occur. In this sense, if the new traffic makes use of resources
that were previously available to lower priority traffics but they are not anymore, then
it is likely that these lower priority traffics cannot fit in the route following the BCM. If
this happens, the exceeding amount of traffic must be reallocated to an alternative
route, and in case there is not any one fulfilling the needed resources the exceeding
amount of traffic must be removed from the VN. Preemption is interesting because it
allows highest priority traffic to have the best routes matching its QoS requirements,
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but at the same time situations where preemption occurs can lead to a cascading
effect. This means that once an exceeding lower priority traffic is reallocated to a new
route, it can preempt another traffic whose priority is lower than its own and so on.
Cascading is normally not desirable because it can affect the network making it
unstable and convergence time longer, that is why in chapter 5 some other possible
preemption strategies are presented.
After DRA modules has configured the PHB parameters, BMS module can detect that
some preemption has occurred (step 7) and then CAC module is called to execute its
function Search_Route to find a suitable QoS requirements route for the exceeding
traffic that is being preempted, and the whole process takes place again as explained
before. BMS as its name indicates is in charge of monitoring the system, so when it
detects that some traffic is using some resources below its allocated value after a
protection time (step 9), although preemption will not occur in this case, its allocated
resources must be changed in the database and so its PHB parameters values in the
physical nodes along the route, that is why BMS calls DRA module to execute its
function Configuration. On the other hand if BMS detects an overutilization of the
allocated resources from some traffic after a protection time (step 10), since it can
lead to a preemption scenario BCM has to be checked. If the increased of resources
used by the traffic fits with the BCM (step 11), then BMS reconfigures the new QoS
parameters by calling DRA function and executing its function Configuration. In the
case where the overutilization of the allocated resources is not compliant with the
BCM (step 12), the exceeding traffic must be reallocated following an alternative
route, so BMS calls CAC function to execute its Search_Route function and the process
goes the same way as explained from step 3 on. When overutilization of some traffic
happens, preemption can occur as well as a result of either exceeding traffic of a
preempting traffic tha (higher priority) or preempted traffic (lower priority) not being
compliant with the BCM anymore. So the procedure is the same as explained in step 7.
When the preemption cascade effect finishes (step 8), the VN modification process is
considered to be finished until a new event occurs or new traffic wants to be added.
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3.3.3 Delete Virtual Network

Figure 3.4 Virtual Network Deletion

In figure 3.4 it is shown the deletion process of a VN. The process is the simpliest
presented so far, however no less important to be commented. First let us assume that
some end user wants to delete the VN through GUI, when doing so GUI communicates
to the database to erase all the key parameters associated to the VN when it was
created such as its unique identification, NEM’s list, links list between NEM’s, different
traffic classes, PHB per class, BCM and resources allocated. After that, if the system is
not using a dynamic allocation algorithm (step 1) the process ends. Otherwise (step 2),
GUI

calls

VNR

module

to

execute
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its

function

Reconfig_VNs

(Allocation_Algorithm_Type) to reallocate those VN’s marked as stressed and then the
process comes to its end.

3.4 System Deployment
In this section three different system deployments are presented which are
centralized, distributed and hybrid to deal with its scaling when the number of physical
nodes increases. In each system deployment some advantages and drawbacks are
analyzed and commented.

3.4.1 Centralized

Figure 3.5 Centralized Deployment

In figure 3.5 a centralized deployment is shown, where the system is only executed in
one physical node with its own database, in this case the dark brown one and called
access node from now on, and the system controls the rest of clear brown nodes
through NEM’s. So all the end users who want to create a Service Provider through the
use of VN’s leasing resources from InP must access the access node to do so. This is a
centralized deployment since the access node has a unified and consistent vision of the
allocated and available resources from InP. The main advantages of this deployment
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are that the management of the VN’s is less complex and faster because all the needed
resource information is concentrated and updated in only one access node. So as for
every VN there exist an independent instantiation of NMS, then if an end user wants to
create, modify or delete any VN parameters, the exclusion mechanisms can be
implemented in a more efficient manner because each different instantiation accesses
to the same and only database. The main drawbacks of this deployment is the lack of
scalability because all the system information and management algorithms are
concentrated in only one access node, so if the number of physical nodes on the InP
increases, the memory and processing power have to increase as well on the access
node. The other important drawback is that having only one access node is the same
as having a single point of failure so if there is not any access node backup, if it crashes
the whole system becomes inoperative.

3.4.2 Distributed

Figure 3.6 Distributed Deployment
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A distributed deployment which is the opposite to centralized one is presented in
Figure 3.6, where the system is executed in several physical nodes each one of which
with its own database, in this case the dark colour nodes have the role of access nodes,
while the clear ones are simply nodes managed through NEM’s by its respective same
colour access nodes. In this scenario an end user may decide to create a VN from
system A involving physical nodes 1, 2, 3 and another end user may create a different
VN from system B involving physical nodes 3, 4, 5. Then both VN’s share the common
physical node 3, and since the system deployment is distributed it means that an end
user can modify any VN parameters from any system A, B or C. So contrary to what
happened with the centralized deployment where each independent instantiation
from each different VN accesses to the same and only database, herein each
instantiation from each different VN can access any database from any system A, B or
C. Therefore all the existing databases must be synchronized to keep the consistency
of the distributed system. Although it has been previously said that it is not the goal of
the present work to develop such atomic mechanisms and protocols, a hint for a
possible solution would be using a protocol similar to “two phase commit protocol”
involving all the databases.
The main advantages of this deployment is that is the most robust of any kind because
it is the one that has more synchronized databases, specifically one per access node.
The fact that may be several access nodes at the same time translates into the
possibility of having a major proximity for the end user to be able to easily manage
VN’s and SP’s on top of them. Another advantage is that since all access nodes have
their own database, a significant part of the signalling resources needed in the InP
when creating, modifying or deleting VN’s may be reduced. The main drawbacks are
that following a suggested protocol similar to “two phase commit protocol” to keep
the consistency of the distributed system, can become specially complicated in this
kind of deployment because the more participants or what is the same databases
involved the more difficult it can get to coordinate each other. Moreover as distributed
deployment is the one with more databases, it difficulties an efficient monitoring of
VN’s as well as a dynamic management of the InP.
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3.4.3 Hybrid

Figure 3.7 Hybrid Deployment

In Figure 3.7 a hybrid deployment is shown which can be considered to be a solution in
between the centralized and distributed deployments. Herein the system is executed
in N physical nodes but just M of them, where M is always less than N, have their own
database. In this case, the dark colour nodes have the role of access nodes, while the
clear ones are simply nodes managed through NEM’s by its respective same colour
access nodes. The main advantage in comparison to the distributed deployment is that
the total number of databases is decreased, so it makes the system more scalable
because there are less participants that need to coordinate each other in the
suggested protocol similar to “two phase commit protocol”. The main drawback is that
not all access nodes have an associated database, so they do not have any image of
the InP topology and its available resources. So in this deployment some mechanisms
should be developed to allow those access nodes without database to access the
nearest one to be able to create, modify and delete any VN.
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4 Evaluation
In this chapter an evaluation of the system is made to demonstrate that each of the
modules from NMS is essential to provide its design goals.

4.1 Approach
The use of a complete model with defined metrics to evaluate the system would be a
complex process, that is why it has been followed another more appropriate and
achievable approach. It consists of presenting smaller models or use cases of each of
the core components of the system explained in detail in section 3.2 to evaluate its
impact to the network resources use and at the same time to demonstrate that its role
in the system is unique and necessary to make it work as a whole and to be able to
manage independently virtual networks resources and to provide QoS at the same
time.

4.2 Evaluation Models
The models from VNC, VNR, BMC, CAC, BMS and DRA are presented as it follows. In
the case of BMC although not being properly a module from the NMS, it is a key
function inside the BMS and so enough important to be evaluated aside.

4.2.1 VNC
This module is really important when mapping the resources of a newly created VN to
the substrate network of an InP for two main aspects. The first one is to minimize the
overall stress parameter so there is the minimal need to call VNR module to
reconfigure those stressed VN’s. The second one is to maximize the total number of
VN’s to optimize the resources use and so the possible business revenue for the
Service Providers.
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Figure 4.1 Infrastructure Provider

VNC modules does not have to only maximize the number of VN’s but trying to do so
inside the same InP to reduce the probabilities to have to negotiate with other InP’s
the possible extension of a given VN, which is going always to be a more complex
process and more expensive depending on the business model implemented in each
InP when leasing resources to other InP’s. Following the Figure 4.1, where nodes A, F
and E are meant to be connected to other InP’s, it is going to be presented some use
cases to give some recommendations in order to optimize the mapping of virtual
resources to the substrate network.
(i)

VNC module has to map a VN composed of few virtual nodes compared to
the overall number of physical ones.

In this case and to put things into perspective with the example figure, let us
assume that the total number of virtual nodes is three. VNC should firstly seek
those physical nodes situated in the core of the InP (for instance nodes B, C, D)
avoiding to use those ones acting as a frontier between different InP’s, since these
physical nodes and links are highly valued. Since the size of the example VN is
relatively small, VNC should secondly try to map it to physical links with higher
available capacity to avoid occupy full physical links with lower capacity and so
making them useless for other bigger VN’s.
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(ii)

VNC module has to map a VN composed of several virtual nodes but less
than the overall number of physical ones.

This case refers to a situation where, following the example figure, the total
number of virtual nodes is 5. Here VNC should firstly focus on the physical nodes
situated in the core of the InP as before. Secondly VNC should try to use those
physical frontier nodes (for instance A, E, F) that are better connected to the core
nodes through higher available capacity from the physical links. As an example, if
the link between A and B has an available bandwidth of 100 MB, and the links C-F
and E-F have a bandwidth of 10 Mb each, then VNC should use node A instead of F,
even if the latter presents redundancy to the core nodes.
(iii)

VNC module has to map a VN composed of more virtual nodes than the
overall number of physical ones.

In this situation since it is not possible to map the VN within the same InP, VNC has
to negotiate with other InP’s to lease their resources and map the VN using the
needed InP’s. In this case VNC should focus on the available capacity from the
frontier physical links and the stress both in these physical links and the frontier
physical nodes to determine which is the best neighbour InP to negotiate with.

4.2.2 VNR
VNR is the module in charge of reconfiguring the stress marked VN’s, when the system
is using a dynamic allocation algorithm and there are no enough available resources so
the VNC can map a VN to the substrate network. In this evaluation it will be shown
how the reconfiguration of the VN can effectively reduce its stress parameters. Firstly
the same stress parameters defined in [8] are used without entering into the required
mathematical thoroughness details.
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These parameters must be understood in the following way, the smaller the value of
Node Stress or Link Stress may be, the more balanced the stress is.

Figure 4.2 Reconfiguring a VN

In Figure 4.2 it is shown an example of how reconfiguring a VN is necessary to reduce
its stress levels. Let us imagine that the virtual network is mapped to the substrate
network on the purple physical nodes. In this scenario the stress parameters would be
the following ones.

If now VNR reconfigures the VN mapping it on the orange physical nodes, then the
stress parameters would be reduced getting these values.
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The reduction of link stress parameter can be explained because in the first case the
VN was leasing resources from four physical links, and in the second case from three
physical links instead. Moreover both have a maximum 2 virtual links assigned to a
physical one. On the other hand, node stress parameter remains the same due to the
fact that in both cases each VN is using the same number of physical nodes.

4.2.3 BCM
BCM is a model used inside the BMS module to control the bandwidth use from
different priority traffics within a VN. In section 2.1, two well known BCM which are
Maximum Allocation Model (MAM) and Russian Dolls Model (RDM) were explained. In
[14] a new Bandwidth Constraint Model is presented called G-RDM which makes use
of the best properties from both MAM and RDM to improve the model. The idea is
basically taking the limitations that MAM applies to each different priority traffic and
combining them to the RDM model. This evaluation uses this G-RDM model to provide
a real example, and demonstrate that BCM is completely necessary in the system to
manage different priority traffic bandwidth allocation. The example considers three
different traffics which are Voice (higher priority), Data (lower priority) and Best Effort.
The G-RDM traffic restrictions expressed in use percentage of the capacity link are the
following ones.
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If Data traffic transmits along a 100 Mb physical link from node A to B using the
maximum resources and no other traffic is using the link, it could reach up to 40 Mbps.
After some time, Best Effort traffic transmits using the maximum resources and
reaching 30 Mbps. Then Voice traffic also transmits using the maximum resources and
since it is the one with higher priority it can reach 50 Mbps but then condition (ii) is not
valid anymore. As long as Voice traffic is more priority than Data traffic, the latter one
has to evaluate whether the excess 30 Mbps can be reallocated using condition (iii).
Since Data traffic is more priority than Best Effort traffic the first one can continue
using its 40 Mbps, however the latter one gets affected because it can only use 10
Mbps from the initial 30 Mbps. So the remaining 20 Mbps must be reallocated
searching for an alternative route using CAC module, and in case that such route does
not exist those 20 Mbps must be removed from the VN.

4.2.4 CAC
This module is the responsible for searching routes for different priority traffics inside
a VN that meet their QoS requirements. The aim of this evaluation is to show that CAC
module can find proper routes for any new or reallocated traffic only if there exist
enough resources. In the example used in Figure 4.3, in both scenarios it is assumed to
have two different priority traffics which are Videoconference traffic (higher priority)
and Best Effort traffic (lower priority). In the first scenario (i) there is a link of 1 Mb and
Videoconference traffic is transmitting at 1 Mbps from node A to B. Then a new Best
Effort traffic also wants to transmit at 0,5 Mbps from node A to B, so basically these
are its resource requirements for the route. Taking it into account, CAC module tries to
find some route that fits the QoS requirements and as long as no other alternative
route exists, it is not possible to find any one for the new Best Effort traffic. Following
the same example in scenario (ii), in this case there is redundancy between node A and
B existing an alternative route composed of two different links, one from node A to
node C of 100 Mb and another from node C to node B of 1 Gb. So when CAC module
tries to find some route for Best Effort traffic, it will find an alternative route that
meets the QoS requirements which are to have a minimum bandwidth of 0,5 Mb along
the route from node A to node B.
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Figure 4.3 Searching an Alternative Route

It is important to emphasize that in equal conditions having a link without redundancy
tends to make some lower priority traffic be more vulnerable to be removed from the
system because there are no enough resources to allocate it. Nevertheless, having a
link with redundancy helps to deal with the problem but at the same time makes
preemption more likely to occur.

4.2.5 BMS
BMS module is used to both assuring that every traffic in a VN is compliant with the
BCM and to monitor the system. Thus without BMS module is not possible to control
the resources used by each different priority traffic. The aim of this evaluation is to
emphasize this fact by showing that if BMS is not present in the system it could lead to
a possible scenario where lower priority traffic use resources that were supposed to be
assigned to higher priority traffic.
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Figure 4.4 UDP and TCP Traffic Competing for Resources

The example used assumes two different traffics, one of which is high priority SSH
traffic that uses TCP as a transport protocol and the other one is low priority P2P traffic
that uses UDP as a transport protocol. Now let us consider that as it is shown in Figure
4.4 that both traffics share the same link whose total capacity is 100 Mb and that
initially SSH traffic can make us of up to 75 Mb and P2P traffic the rest which is 25 Mb.
At a given moment, SSH traffic which is represented by the purple colour starts to
transmit trying to reach its apparent allowed maximum rate speed at t2. Shortly before
that, P2P traffic represented by the orange colour also starts to transmit at t1 and as a
result of not having any BMS module that really controls through the BCM the
resources each traffic can use, P2P traffic does not keep constant transmitting at 25
Mbps. Instead it acts greedily trying to transmit as much as possible data. The problem
arises due to the fact that UDP has not any congestion mechanism built in itself so in
this case P2P is not aware of whether it should reduce the transmission rate or not. On
the other hand TCP is a reliable protocol that uses a network congestion avoidance
algorithm to reduce its transmission rate when it detects that the network is
congested. It is for that reason that at time t2 when SSH traffic detects that the link is
becoming congested, or what is the same P2P traffic is linearly increasing its amount of
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data, SSH data starts to apply its congestion mechanisms and it decreases its
transmission rate. The situation goes on until it gets stabilized at a certain point where
P2P which is the lower priority traffic has occupied almost all the link bandwidth. SSH
high priority traffic though remains with the established connections since TCP is a
connection oriented protocol but occupying the residual available bandwidth. Then it
has been clearly shown that a non desirable situation may occur as a result of not
using BMS module.

4.2.6 DRA
DRA is a key module to keep PHB and queuing values updated due to the constant
resources utilization changes that happen inside a VN. In order to demonstrate it, this
evaluation involves using BMS to prove that even if this module is capable of
monitoring the system applying BCM to each different priority traffic and detecting
overutilization or underutilization of resources, if these changes are not correctly
applied to the physical routers making use of DRA, then this can lead to a bad
throughput performance among different traffics.

Figure 4.5 VoIP and Data Bandwidth Allocation Using BCM
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First let us assume that we have two different traffics which are VoIP traffic with high
priority and Data traffic with lower priority sharing the same link which has a certain
unspecific link capacity. As it is shown in Figure 4.5 their bandwidth use is ruled by a
BMC that establishes that VoIP traffic has always preference to transmit at a certain
transmission rate until a limit called “VoIP maximum”. On the other hand Data traffic
can transmit at least at “Data minimum” and up to “Data maximum” depending on the
use that VoIP is making of the link capacity. Having that said, the scenario proposed is
that Data traffic starts to transmit linearly until it reaches at time t1 its “Data
maximum”. Then at the same time t1 VoIP traffic starts to transmit, and at t 2 both
traffics are using the full link capacity but as VoIP traffic has not reached its maximum
level “VoIP maximum” it keeps transmitting. In order to not exceed the link capacity
which physically is impossible and since VoIP traffic has a higher priority than Data
traffic, the latter one starts to linearly decrease its transmission rate inversely to the
increasing of the first one. This happens between times t 2 and t3 until VoIP reaches its
limit “VoIP maximum” while Data traffic remains transmitting at its minimum level.

Figure 4.6 BCM versus DiffServ Bandwidth Allocation
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In Figure 4.6 in the BCM bandwidth allocation it can be observed the result of the
previous scenario, in which VoIP data finally transmits using 75% of the link capacity
and so Data traffic only using 25%. However the fact of not having any DRA module
means that these changes have no repercussion to the PHB values and so to the
queuing discipline that are configured on the physical routers. Then the internal values
of these parameters may reflex an internal DiffServ bandwidth allocation of the VoIP
and Data traffics completely different to the one achieved along the link applying BCM.
An example of this situation is shown in Figure 4.5 where the bandwidth of both
traffics is different in the BCM bandwidth allocation (75% VoIP and 25% Data) and
DiffServ bandwidth allocation (50% VoIP and 50% Data). In this particular case, this
mismatch leads to a loss of 25% VoIP traffic inside the physical router because the last
bandwidth allocation is the one to be applied.
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5 Usage Recommendations and System Tuning
In this chapter an alternative BCM called Squatting Kicking Model is explained and
evaluated to see if it suits the system proposed. Also a list of parameters is presented
when setting up an InP and some configuration recommendations are provided.

5.1 Squatting Kicking Model
Squatting Kicking Model (SKM) is an alternative BCM proposed in [15] which is going to
be summarized as follows. It is basically composed of two different strategies called
Squatting and Kicking which are used in combination.
Firstly Squatting is based on the idea that a given class of traffic can make use of
resources that were originally reserved for a class of different priority, in case the
former needs to increase the resource demand. Squatting is designed to be a pacific
bandwidth resource sharing strategy in which only idle bandwidth resources are
reused. In this sense, two different implementations exist depending on the priority of
the class being squatted. These two different implementations are the following.



Soft Squatting (SS).



Hard Squatting (HS).

Soft Squatting’s main characteristic is that squatting process is initiated against higher
priority classes following a sequential way in which bandwidth idle resources are
requested. For instance being C1 the highest priority class and being Ck the squatting
process initiator, Ck is occupying firstly the idle resources from Ck-1, then from Ck-2 and
so on until reaching C1. Hard Squatting follows the same pattern described before,
however in this case the squatting process is initiated against lower priority classes. So
for instance being CM the lowest priority class and being Ck the squatting process
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initiator, Ck is occupying firstly idle resources from C k+1, then from Ck+2 and so on until
reaching CM. Anyway in both cases two rule are always accomplished which are that a
given class never occupies allocated resources from another class, and that if the
squatted class does not have enough resources to satisfy the squatting initiator, the
latter one may select the adjacent class in an iterative way.
Secondly Kicking is based on the same idea of Squatting but in this case a given class
can expel lower priority classes from their allocated bandwidth resources. Then Kicking
is an aggressive bandwidth sharing strategy which is restricted to the scheme high-tolow priority classes, which means that clas C i can only kick resources from classes Cj if
and only if j>i. Summarizing, while Soft and Hard Squatting are non aggressive
strategies that make use of the idle bandwidth resources from lower and higher
priority classes respectively, Kicking is an aggressive strategy that makes use of
allocated bandwidth resources kicking lower priority classes if necessary. So the proper
order for any class to proceed is following this order, first trying Soft Squatting, second
trying Hard Squatting and last trying Kicking.
In the section 2.1 when introducing BCM the definition provided was a set of rules
defining the maximum number of BC and which CT’s each BC applies and how. It is
clear that this definition implies that different BC’s are applied to each CT, and at the
same time CT is composed of different traffic trunks crossing a link. This really means
that for instance if we have voice traffic in a network belonging to a CT, the same BC’s
will be applied indistinctly of the paths along which the voice traffic is routed. So at the
end BCM guarantees that in each link all BC’s applied to each CT are accomplished,
thus assuring a certain percentage of BCM compliant traffic in each link. This is
basically the BCM concept that has been implemented in the system proposed in the
present work. Specifically G-RDM, the BCM used as an example in section 4.2.3,
provides a bandwidth limit for each traffic even for the highest priority ones. In this
sense, as a result of applying different BC’s to each CT it makes a BCM be a fair system
because higher priority traffics cannot take all the resources they want, and moreover
lower priority traffics have always a minimum bandwidth assigned. This model is not
perfect in terms of resource optimization because higher priority traffics cannot use
the whole available resources, even if lower priority traffics are not using them.
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However, this way allows having some security margin which is desirable for all traffics
and at the same time reducing the impact in case some link crashes or its capacity
fluctuates as it may happen in wireless channels.
Having it said, SKM does not present any mechanisms to control the percentage used
by each CT in the whole network. So it can lead to some situation where high priority
traffics take all the resources over and this can be harmful because of two main
reasons. The first one is that if that happens then lower priority traffics are banned
from accessing the network which is not fair at all. The second reason is that if VoIP
which may be considered as high priority and sensitive traffic ends up using all
bandwidth resources from a link, this is not a procedure network administrators would
usually follow since it does not give any security margin in case there is something
wrong with the link affecting the service experienced by the final user.

5.2 Configuring Parameters
Following it is provided a list of configuring parameters to take into consideration
when setting up an InP. However they are only for guidance and do not have to be
understood as a must.



Physical Node Original Resources. By original resources are meant CPU
consumption, energetic consumption and memory consumption. It would be
interesting to limit the original resources depending on the characteristics of
the physical node. It is evident though that limiting these resources would have
an impact on the network performance, but at the same time it would make
the InP more robust.



Physical Link Original Resources. By original resources are meant bandwidth,
delay and jitter. It is necessary to reserve some bandwidth for signalling
purposes when for instance the system is implemented following a distributed
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or hybrid scenario. Nevertheless there must be a balance between reducing as
much as possible the signalling bandwidth to maximize the rest of resources
dedicated to traffic, and reserving enough signalling bandwidth to make InP
scalable if new physical nodes are added. Some resources must be estimated to
be exclusively used by other neighbour InP’s, without compromising the local
VN’s and SP’s managed locally within the same InP.



Number of virtual nodes on top of a physical node. The amount of virtual
nodes that can fit into a physical node basically depends on the original
resources from the physical node. However a large number of virtual nodes can
imply an increase of the stress parameter level and if the system is using a
dynamic allocation algorithm it is more likely that those VN’s whose they
belong are reconfigured.



Number of virtual links on top of a physical link. The amount of virtual links
that can fit into a physical link basically depends on the original resources from
the physical link. However a large number of virtual links can imply an increase
of the stress parameter level and if the system is using a dynamic allocation
algorithm it is more likely that those VN’s whose they belong are reconfigured.



Number of frontier physical nodes between different InP’s. In this case having
a small number of frontier physical nodes limits the possibility of expanding
some VN’s using resources from different InP’s. On the other hand, having a
large number of frontier physical nodes means that a lot of signalling traffic is
going to be generated and then exceeding the estimated reserved signalling
bandwidth.



Number of frontier physical links between different InP’s. When the amount
of frontier physical links is small, it limits the redundancy between different
InP’s and so the probability of keep running any VN using resources from
another InP when there is some link failure. Otherwise if the amount of frontier
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physical links is large it represents a more robust interconnection but more
expensive at the same time.



Physical Node Stress Parameter within a InP. Apart from the specific formula
used to compute this parameter, there also exists a threshold that must be
decided in order to determine when it is necessary to reconfigure the VN’s
whose physical nodes are marked as stressed. If the threshold is too high, then
resources would be allocated overloading the original resources of the physical
nodes. Otherwise if the threshold is too low, it means that physical nodes that
are not really stressed would be marked as so and every little time VN’s they
belong to would be reconfigured.



Physical Link Stress Parameter within a InP. Apart from the specific formula
used to compute this parameter, there also exists a threshold that must be
decided in order to determine when it is necessary to reconfigure the VN’s
whose physical links are marked as stressed. If the threshold is too high, then
resources would be allocated overloading the original resources of the physical
links. Otherwise if the threshold is too low, it means that physical links that are
not really stressed would be marked as so and every little time VN’s they
belong to would be reconfigured.
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6 Conclusions and Future Work
In this thesis a flexible and technology independent system has been presented to
provide quality of service and traffic engineering to different traffic classes within a
virtual network. The system is a layered approach based on E3MS prototype that is
composed of four layers which are UI, NM, NE and PN. In NM layer is where NMS is
located which acts as the controller of the whole system. Inside NMS there are the
main modules VNC, VNR, CAC, BMS and DRA whose roles and interfaces have been
explained in detail. The mechanisms between these modules have been studied as
well following the three main functions inside a VN which are create, modify and
delete. After that three different system implementations being centralized,
distributed and hybrid have been presented. Next an evaluation of the system has
been done through uses cases and real examples mainly focusing on the NMS modules
and BCM in order show the impact of each module on the network resources, and the
importance of its role so the system can provide its design goals commented before.
Finally SKM has been explained and based on the system characteristics an evaluation
of its suitability has been made, and some parameters recommendations have been
given when setting up an InP.
The system itself represents a completely new set of application possibilities not
available until now, among which can be highlighted green networking, energy
efficiency, testing and implementing new protocols in a real environment, providing
networks and services using resources from different InP’s and easing the migration
towards new technologies like IPv6. At the same time though, the implementation of
the system could lead to some risks that should be taken into account like overall
management of the BCM’s too complex, inadequate scaling of the signalling traffic,
poor time consuming efficiency of the exclusion protocols or compatibility between
different vendors.
Main future work should be implementing the system in a real environment to be able
to test it and extract some valuable feedback. This would allow redesigning some
modules and mechanisms between them that may not be optimal right now. Another
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line of research should be designing the exclusion protocols needed in distributed and
hybrid system implementations. Finally an in depth performance study should be
made between different BCM’s in order to get some patterns to optimize resources
allocation in virtualization environments.
Meanwhile a paper related to the present work called “Construyendo Redes
Empleando Recursos Prestados de Otros” jointly with a poster have been accepted and
presented in the event JITEL 2011 (Jornadas de Ingeniería Telemática).
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